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Incident Report  
Nature Foundation St Maarten (NF)  
 
Activity name: Oil Found off the Coast of Pelican/ Cay Bay  

Date:  9th of December 2021, 16th of December 2021 and the 28th of December 2021 
Time: 12:30-14:30 
Staff members NFSXM involved: Star Peterson (ranger), Delhon Hewitt (assistant), Melanie Meijer 
zu Schlochtern (manager) 
Involved organizations: Coastguard on the 9th of December 2021 
Involved persons:  
NFSXM equipment used: Cell phone, vessel, gps, vehicle  
 

Summary of the Incident:  
 
On December 9, 2021, we received 3 separate calls from vessels (including 2 dive boats) in the area, first 
call came in at around 12.30pm, second call around 13:00. It was stated that there was oil on the water 
coming from GEBE in the vicinity of Cay Bay/ Pelican. After 2 calls, the foundation also informed the 
coastguard about a possible oil spill, which was understood they have been looking for the spill as well.  
At 13:10 the nature foundation vessel patrolled the coastline and bay area of the last known location of 
the oil. Upon first inspection nothing was found on the shoreline, but the oil had already begun drifting 
outward. Around 14:00 remains of the oil spill were found; it had dispersed into a thin film that was very 
clearly visible. The oil was first spotted about 1 mile offshore from Pelican, which means the bulk of the 
spill would have found its way further out. The foundation boat patrolled the nearby vessels for any 
trace of dumping or locating the source of the spill, but with no success. It cannot be said how big the 
spill was and the adverse effects of having oil be introduced to our waters on the environment or marine 
life. It could not be determined where the oil spill originated from, however seeing the current and wind 
direction it is likely it originated from Cay Bay, possible GEBE. No vessels were present in the area of Cay 
Bay.  
Later the foundation received a picture taken from shore, showing signs of an oil spill.  
 
On December 16, 2021, after scuba diving on the way back to the Simpson Bay lagoon, the cay bay 
beach was monitored. An excavator was noticed on Cay Bay beach in the area of SOL and GEBE 
powerplant. It was decided to investigate from the shore to see what was going on and why an 
excavator was located on the beach. Upon arrival, a very black dirty water body was noticed, this water 
was in connection with the ocean and originated from the SOL/GEBE powerplant rainwater run off area. 
It was noticed that oily residue was present in this black water body, also several (>4) fully absorbed 
booms were placed on the side of the ditch. It was also observed that the area was blocked off by sand 
to restrict the flow of water previously. It also indicated that in the morning the excavator opened up 
the area for water to flow out once again into the ocean. 
 
These observations, including the pictures, clearly shows that the yard of the GEBE powerplant had 
experienced an oil spill of unknown magnitude in the week from the 9th until the 16th of December 2021. 
Attempts have been made to cleanup parts of it, but unfortunately, again proof was found that oil has 
leaked into the ocean. The observed booms containing oil, were not removed from the location on the 
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16th of December, this could cause unnecessary oil to leak into the environment and ocean. Especially 
seen that these booms were located on the beach right beside the water! 
 
On the 28th of December the situation was assessed again on cay bay beach. Not much process was 
recorded since the 16th of December. Oily water was still present, and several workers were busy 
increasing the channel to have the oily water flow towards the ocean. Also none of the absorbed booms 
with oil were removed, they were still prevent in the environment, leaking oil.   
 

Ecosystem and Species Importance:  
Oil has dire consequences for wildlife and will undoubtedly affect marine life such as sea birds, sea 
turtles, and marine mammals in the open ocean. Whether it is present in St. Maarten’s shores or not, oil 
spills are environmentally devastating and can poison and kill wildlife, contaminate food sources, and 
disrupt biological growth. The Nature Foundation is additionally concerned that the oil, traveling 
southwest with the winds, will wash up on the shores of other Caribbean islands.  
 

Legislation:  
• SPAW annex lll (Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife) are plant and animal species for which the 
exploitation is authorized but regulated so as to ensure and maintain population at an optimal level (the 
regulations will often aim, for example, at determining selective ways of capture avoiding the local 
disappearance of a species or to establish periods of closed season for hunting and fishing).  
• Local St. Maarten’s legislation; ‘Protected animal and plant species are all animal and plant species 
belonging to the native fauna or flora, listed in Annex I of the Bonn Convention, Annexes I and II of the 
SPAW Protocol, Annex I of the CITES Convention and Annexes I and II to the Turtle Convention’ (National 
Decree on Nature Management and Protection Article 16).  
• Waste (water) ordinance: For the protection of the environment and the burden thereof by limiting 

and avoiding as far as possible wastewater and to lay down rules for this with regard to waste water 
[National Ordinance Wastewater]. “Article 9; prohibition: 1. It is prohibited to discharge waste water 
without a permit from the minister”.  
• https://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/xhtmloutput/historie/Sint%20Maarten/208544 
/208544_3.html  

• National Ordinance on Maritime Management: laying down rules for the management of the maritime 
areas in Sint Maarten  
https://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/xhtmloutput/historie/Sint%20Maarten/142339 
/142339_2.html.  
• Sea turtles and Marine mammals are protected species on St. Maarten and are on serious threat due 
to oil spills: Local St. Maarten’s legislation: ‘Protected animal and plant species are all animal and plant 
species belonging to the native fauna or flora, listed in Annex I of the Bonn Convention, Annexes I and II 
of the SPAW Protocol, Annex I of the CITES Convention and Annexes I and II to the Turtle Convention’ 
(National Decree on Nature Management and Protection Article 16).  
- COUNTRY REGULATION laying down rules for the management of nature and the protection of the 
animal and plant species occurring therein [National Ordinance Foundations Nature Management and 
Protection]  
https://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/xhtmloutput/historie/Sint%20Maarten/142263 
/142263_2.html  
- COUNCIL DECISION, CONCERNING GENERAL MEASURES, containing rules on the management and 
protection of flora and fauna and nature parks [National Decree on Nature Management and Protection]  
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https://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/xhtmloutput/historie/Sint%20Maarten/207435 
/207435_1.html  
• Sint Maarten is assigned to the Cartagena Convention which include the Oil spill and LBS protocol 
https://www.unep.org/cep/who-we-are/cartagena-convention  
 

 
Recommendations:  
In case of environmental emergencies such as oil and fuel spills, rapid response is critical. In previous oil 
spill situation originating from GEBE, it was learned that GEBE has not much emergency equipment 
available (such as a boat, containment booms, absorbent pads and booms) or an emergency plan to stop 
the spill or mitigate the effects. An extensive arsenal of equipment and manpower to immediately and 
effectively contain and clean up oil and fuel spills should be present at companies dealing with oil and 
fuel. Especially rapid deployment of a containment boom is critical, as this could have contained the spill 
in one location, increasing success of cleanup efforts. By containing the oil, more time is available to 
remove the oil, pads, absorbent booms and skimmers and dispose of the products properly. The 
Foundation again wants to stress out the need of rapid emergency response, reporting and cleaning up 
by the responsible company/person for this oil spill, which unfortunately again did not happen. 
 
Shocking is also to see that fully absorbed booms are left on the beach habitat, whereby oil residue can 
easily leak into the environment. It is recommended to not permit to threat oil and similar substances in 
a way that it can leak into the environment. It is also not recommended to have water contaminated 
with oil residue connected with the ocean water, as the pollution will enter the ocean causing several 
negative effects on the ecosystem. Unfortunately, all of this was still the case on the 28th of December, 
and the oily water and booms were not cleanup. These materials with oil residue should be treated 
which much care and should never be left in the environment.  
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Pictures:  
 

   
Trace of oil spill found about 1 mile of shore from Cay Bay (9th of December 2021).  

 

    
Signs of oil spill on the water (9th of December 2021). 
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Picture received from person onshore; shows signs of oil spill originating from the direction of GEBE (9th 
of December 2021). 
 
Pictures taken on the 16th of December 2021 at Cay Bay beach by GEBE powerplant: 
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Pictures taken on the 28th of December 2021 at Cay Bay beach: 
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